Scope of application:

A hydraulic telescopic fork carriage was designed by the in-house manufacturing team especially for EHG Steel and then customised further. This means that the Bulmor Heavy Line sideloader DQ 120 is able to lift the heavy and long loads economically, safely and efficiently.

The solid centrepiece construction of the Bulmor makes this machine a powerhouse that effortlessly transports pipes, sheets, bars or hollow sections of up to 12 tonnes at EHG Steel. The sideloader, individually designed to suit the logistics structure, was pivotal in our decision to work together with Bulmor.

More Information:

Bulmor Industries GmbH . Kickenau 1 . A-4320 Perg . Tel. 0043 7262 583 97 0 . www.bulmor.com

Type: DQ120

with hydraulically telescopic fork carrier

More powerful. Faster And bigger

EHG supplies steel and metal in different qualities and in all shapes and sizes. In quantities determined by the customer and just in time. As far as customers are concerned, EHG is a strong partner within the metal industry. Highly technologised, flexible and reliable. EHG provides the raw materials from which the further processing specialists create their many different products. For the construction industry, automotive production or the seemingly simple things needed in everyday life.